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Flight Lesson 7

Ensure you grab your student training 
materials kit with the links in chat. 
Includes your new checklists. 

One link for a group of materials: 
!studentkit2
!Checklist172
!material -URL for online material online
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How did it go?

Problems?

Suggestions?

Observations?

1. Practice reading the sectionals and 
planning flights. 

2. Practice touch-and-go’s at night and 
then fly to an uncontrolled airport 
over featureless land or water. 



Today’s Lesson:
You may download this lesson plan by typing: !Lesson7 (in chat)

!IFRKit (in chat)



Intermediate Lesson 7
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The Instrument Landing System (ILS):

1. Being able to be guided by your airplane with reference 
to instruments or by AutoPilot to a safe landing is 
desirable in any kind of weather and any time of night 
or day.

2. Even as a VFR pilot, utilizing an ILS landing by day or 
night is a skill every pilot should learn and practice.



New Skills to learn:
1. Reading ILS approach plates.
2. Flying the ILS landing system.

Skills already learned and practiced:
1. Tuning and following NAV radio CDIs.
2. Finding frequencies for radios.



What is an Instrument Landing System (ILS)?

• Radio signal guidance for your 
airplane. 

• Two powerful transmitters on 
the grounds of the airport.

• Your airplane has the receivers 
to tune those radios. 

• Your airplane’s autopilot systems 
can adjust your plane to stay 
locked on those signals.



When you tune the localizer frequency, you get 
horizontal guidance. On glass cockpits, when you press 
the APR button, you also get vertical guidance (slope). On 
conventual VOR type dials, you get both right away.

The localizer is at the far end of the runway.

Visually see the 
runway or go around.



Reading IFR Approach Diagrams

IFR approach diagrams or “approach plates” 
are usually available by subscription to pilots.

We can acquire them with a web search or 
from Skyvector.com 

In our simulator, they can be out of date. 

Used for Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) 
procedures, we are using them to visualize 
our ILS approach paths and frequencies.   



There are six sections of 
your IFR approach plate.

1. Marginal data. 

2. The Pilot Brief.

3. The Plan View

4. The Profile View

5. Minima

6.  Airport Diagram 

The Plan View
We will focus on 
the plan and 
profile basic 
information in 
this lesson.



The plan view gives us the 
top down view of our 
course and where we 
should be along the way.

The Plan View

The Profile View

We will focus on 
the plan and 
profile basic 
information in 
this lesson.

The profile view gives us 
the side view of the 
approach with altitudes 
and entry points.



ILS Frequencies:
• The shaded area is a modulated 

frequency at 150 Hz. 

• The white area is a modulated 
frequency at 90Hz

• This is how your airplane 
receiver knows if it is off-course.

• The localizer frequency you tune 
in the airplane always ends in an 
odd decimal number.  (.10, .30,)

• VORs end in even decimal 
numbers. (.20, .40, .60) 

Runway



Missed Approach Introduction:

Your IFR approach plate contains 
specific information to abort your
landing.

This is not a “go-around”

A “pull up and go around” is a circuit.

We are flying in VFR to practice the ILS 
approach. We would execute a go-
around and announce same. 

If we wish to execute a missed 
approach, we need ATC authorization.



Little Nav Map for our 
simulator flights:

We can use Little Nav Map in our 
simulator practices to find the basic 
information we need to use the ILS 
system in VFR and night flights. 

1. The NDB for guidance to the ILS.

2. The localizer frequency. 

3. The VOR.

Runway

2. 

3. 

1. 



Automatic and Manual ILS Landings:

“Fly the Needles” is an expression 
pilots use to convey their airplane 
following both the horizontal and 
vertical needles or indicators. 

This can be conventional CDI with 
OBS adjustment knob or glass 
cockpit HSI and vertical slope 
indicators. 

Both of these 
examples are 
showing “TO” the 
runway. 



You are flying level INTO the slope

We are simply flying at a constant altitude to intercept the glide slope. 

If you are too high, you will have a hard time intercepting it as it is lowering 
while you are descending. 



Anatomy of the guidance axis:

For both horizontal and vertical guidance, there is a 90Hz and 150Hz component.

Credit: Wikipedia

This is a “Precision Approach” 
because it provides a glide slope.

A “Non-precision Approach” 
simply approaches without 

vertical guidance. 



Glideslope Approach Lights:

In addition to the radio 
glideslope system, almost all 
lighted runways have visual 
glideslopes. 

Either “Visual Approach Slope  
Indicator” or “Precision 
Approach Path Indicator”

Remember the saying, “two 
red, two white, just right” 
and adjust accordingly. 

Modified diagram: Wikipedia.org (added non-standard PAPI)



Observe an ILS Approach

As we observe an ILS approach, 
we will take notes on distances, 
altitudes and positions, then 
refer back to our approach plate 
to learn more. 



Information to note from the Video:

1. What is the ILS frequency?

2. What was on NAV1 & NAV2 radios?

3. What is the inbound heading.

4. The altitude to approach the ILS?

5. Published DME distances along the way.

6. The minimum altitude to visually see the 
runway.

Your worksheet available in chat by typing !ILSWorksheet

?
?
?
?
?
?



Observe an ILS Approach

• Notice the instruments inside the plane. 

• Notice when we break out of the clouds. 

• Notice the PAPI lights perfectly aligned 
(like in this pic from the video)

These videos available in chat by typing !ILSvideo1 !ILSVideo2

Your worksheet available in chat by typing !ILSWorksheet



1. What is the ILS frequency.

2. What was on NAV1 & NAV2 radios?

3. What is the inbound heading.

4. The altitude to approach the ILS?

5. Published DME distances along the way.

6. The minimum altitude to visually see the 
runway.

Find answers from the Video:

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 5. 

6. 



Answers from the Video:

1. What is the ILS frequency.

2. What was on NAV1?

3. The inbound heading.

4. The altitude to approach.

5. Published DME distances along the way.

6. The minimum altitude to visually see the 
runway.

LOC I-PAE 109.3

Paine VOR 110.6 (for DME)

163°

3000 feet

11.2, 4.4, 0.3 (distances)

200’ to 300’ ?



Our Procedure to Perform an ILS Approach:

On our chart, our Category is 
S-ILS 16R (straight in, 16R) 
with 770 on the baro, giving us 
a 200 AGL minimum and a ½ 
mile visibility (standard CAT 1)

1. Obtain the details as in the previous 
discussion. Set NAV1 to VOR, NAV2 to 
localizer. Set PFD Opt & CDI soft keys. 

2. Determine how you will be on course 
before the ILS capture. (GPS, NDB, LOC)

3. In our example, a 163 south of the NDB 
will put us near the localizer capture.

4. Approach at 3000 feet. 

5. Press the AP/APR button to arm the ILS.

6. As you pass each marker, descend 
accordingly until GS is green.

7. At approximately 300 feet, determine if 
you can get a visual on the runway. 



-Set your Altitude (3000)

-Set your CDI needle to 
VOR2, the localizer. 

-Set your PFD Options to 
DME. It will pick up VOR1 
(PAE) DME.

Let’s start from Arlington.

(KAWO)

Our Procedure to Perform an ILS Approach to KPAE:



ATC Communications:

An ILS is a straight-in approach: 

When using an ILS to land in VFR conditions, you
have to ask for and obtain permission to do so.

The controller will still advise, “maintain VFR”
and although you are looking at instruments, you
still need to scan visually out your windows.

Additionally, VFR pilots practicing instrument 
approaches are not automatically authorized to 
execute a missed approach. Still use a go around.
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1. Perform an ILS approach to KPAE.
2. Use full daylight so you can visualize your flight.
3. Record your flight with Flight Recorder and play 

back watching from the field as you come in. 
4. Do a manual approach, then with AutoPilot.
5. Ensure you have the right frequencies for VORs 

and ILS. 
6. For extra realism, use the built-in ATC.
7. For extreme realism, use PilotEdge with real ATC.



-Select night time.

-Use a red light in your home 
cockpit or a red flashlight.

Record your flight with Flight 
Recorder and play back, 
watching from the field as it 
comes in. 

BONUS FLIGHT- Perform an ILS Approach to KPAE at Night:

Additionally, watch from 
behind the plane as it 
approaches the runway.
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While Jayne and Howard head 
out to the airplane please 
direct your questions in chat to 
her fellow students on live 
mics. 

They will convey your 
questions upon their return. 

A 3rd party free download 
to pass control of the 
airplane back and forth.



Jayne has done 
the runup too 
to save us 
some time in 
the stream.

See lesson 1 for full runup.
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Intermediate Lesson 7

!Manual (FAA online docs)

ILS Approach

Night Flying



Recap – Questions? – Observations?

• Did you setup the 
frequencies and 
localizer dials?

• Did you have the VOR 
tuned for DME 
distances?

• Did you disconnect 
the AP when runway 
was visible?

• Did you remember to 
use the APR button as 
your DME figures 
approached?

• Did the localizer lock 
on and guide you in?

• Did you remember to 
adjust your throttle 
after the localizer 
locked on and you 
started descending?
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Flight Lesson 7

1.How would you explain an ILS approach to others?
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Review Lesson

2. What do you need to execute an ILS approach, 
either manually or with Autopilot?
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Review Lesson

3. How do you know you are tuned to the correct ILS?
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Review Lesson

4. What is a quick way of knowing you are 
tuned to an ILS instead of just a VOR? 
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Review Lesson

5. What is the difference between a “missed 
approach” and a “Go Around”? 
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Review Lesson

6. What is the function of DME, either ground-based or 
satellite-based?
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Review Lesson

7. Could you use an ILS landing in a night flight to 
ensure safety and accuracy even if you are not an IFR-
rated pilot? 
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1. “Shoot” an ILS at two different 
airports to make you look up an 
approach plate and fly it. 

2. Try the same ILS airports for a night 
flight for the experience. 
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Intermediate Lesson 7

Come join the discussions and continue 
the conversation on the student hub for 
this lesson series with Jayne and Forder. 

Add your thoughts, your knowledge and 
your enthusiasm for learning a deeper 
understanding of flight using Microsoft 
Flight Simulator. 

New Xbox Flyers welcome.

We welcome CFIs, real-life student pilots, flight enthusiasts and those new to flight simulation.



Intermediate Lesson 7For entertainment 
purposes only. Not to be 
used as a substitute for 
professional instruction. 

Pilot IRL and 
Course Designer


